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Felicity Jackson

Stick to your guns
Founder of the Surviving Actors convention and candidate on BBC’s
The Apprentice Felicity Jackson explains to Susan Elkin why she wants
to help actors to take control of their lives and find ways to fund themselves,
so they can sustain a career in the profession

I

f you are an actor looking
for ways of using your skills
to pay the bills between
acting jobs, then there’s a free
event coming up in Manchester this
weekend that could be just what
you need. You might also find some
advice and information to boost your
confidence and help you to develop
as an actor.
Surviving Actors is holding its
third convention in the Renold
Building at the University of

Manchester on Saturday, July 23,
having run two in London since the
company launched in 2010.
This time there will be 25
exhibitors for actors to talk to
and several seminars. These include
one by Equity about how to make the
move into paid work and another by
Funny Women whose session is called
Stand Up To Stand Out. Spotlight is
offering free (pre-booked) one to one
advice sessions.
One of this year’s candidates on

BBC’s The Apprentice, Felicity
Jackson is the driving force behind
Surviving Actors. “I trained as an
actor at Court Theatre Training
Company and acted for a year or so,”
she says. “Then I started Surviving
Actors because I wanted to provide
opportunities for actors to find
part-time work in career gaps and
to help them find new ways of using
their craft.”
The result was the first Surviving
Actors event at Sway nightclub in
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Holborn in January 2010. “We had 15
exhibitors and attracted 700 actors,”
says Jackson who was so pleased
with the outcome that she staged the
second event in a larger nightclub in
Leicester Square that was attended
by more than double the number of
actors in January this year.
So now it’s time to take it out of
London – and nightclubs. “We’re
expecting over 1,500 people to attend
on Saturday,” says Jackson, stressing
that, although you can turn up on spec
and there is no admission charge,
it’s best to pre-book and come armed
with an e-ticket because then you
won’t have to queue and admittance
is guaranteed.
She began in nightclubs because
they are much cheaper to hire for
daytime events than exhibition
halls and other venues. “But this
time we’re in a university with
plenty of space and a proper theatre
for the seminars, which is great,”
Jackson explains.
She’s delighted with the feedback
she gets after the events. A lot of the
value seems to lie in the networking
opportunity. “We get lots of appreciative emails,” she says. “Many of the
actors we work with seem to find it
revitalising to reflect on how far
they’ve got and what the next move
should be, as well as finding mutual
support and meeting new people to
work with.”
And the seminars go down
well. “Samantha Lawton of Vanilla
Skies Hypnotherapy did a session
for us on things such as how to use
hypnotherapy for confidence building
and learning lines. The actors she
worked with were really pleased and
it doubled Samantha’s client base so
everyone benefited.”
For the Manchester event Jackson
is particularly pleased to have a seminar on Acting for TV presented by
casting director Beverley Keogh.
Jackson herself no longer acts –
“the company”, as she refers to
Surviving Actors, is both her life
and her livelihood and she has
recently taken on her first part-time
employee.
Future plans to develop Surviving
Actors include making the events
bigger and better with more seminars, perhaps building them up to two
days instead of one. She is also
working on an idea for “Surviving
Networking”, loosely based on speed
dating, in which actors have three
minutes to establish new contacts
with each other. “We like to do
something new each year,” she
explains.
She has outline plans, too, to take
Surviving Actors to the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe next year.
“But however it builds up and
grows in the future, I am absolutely
determined to keep it free for actors,”
she says firmly.
Further information about the
convention in Manchester, including
how to book, survivingactors.com

